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◆ INSERT
Insert -1
Command : i (Insert)

INSERT Basic principle

Execution Process
*. “table.dwg” File OPEN
1. “Command” i Input and SPACE
2. “Browse” button Click and
click “OK”, After select “chair.dwg”
3. “~<Insertion point for block>:” P1 Click

Chair Object Insert

NOTE
-. Insert the drawing as "browse."
Blocks used in drawings are also insert.
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◆ INSERT
List

Insert -2
Command : i (Insert)

List of blocks in the drawing
Browse

Common
Set in drawing
Explode

Uniform Scale
Scale uniformly
If you enter 2 in
X, Y, Z
automatically
Change to 2

Set in advance

When checking a “Specify on the screen”,
you must input it in the command prompt.
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◆ INSERT
Execution Results

Insert -3
Command : i (Insert)
Additional
Objects

-. When you click "More", the window is added as left
-. Used to insert block at regular intervals
Row and Columns

-. It works the same way as Array
ROW

-. Interval is recognized as distance
COLUMN
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IMAGE
CADian 2020
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◆ INSERT
1

Image

Unload / Reload
Unload

Command : image (Image)
Reload

-. Unload : Image frames are visible,
but images are not visible.
-. Reload : The opposite of unload.
FADE
1

Show clipping boundary

uncheck

NOTE
When sending mail an attached drawing,
Image files should also be attached.

Click "show clipping boundary" to show
the clipped image boundary.
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◆ INSERT
Imageattach Basic practice

Image Attach
Command : iat (Imageattach)

1. “Command” iat Input and SPACE
2. Select the file in Windows Explorer
3. Click “OK” after setting attach image
dialog box
4. Input the item when clicking on a screen
Path
Local hard driver character and
URL character recognized as path
The name of the folder to which
the file belongs and
Recognize the current drive character
Path is same as full path,
but path is defined by file name

NOTE
-. This function is the same as the image “Attach” button
-. If a relative path is specified, the file must be saved.
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◆ INSERT
Execution Process

Image Clip -1

1. “Command” icl Input and Space

Command : icl (Imageclip)

2. “Select image to clip:”
Select image and SPACE
3. “On(O)/Delete(D)<NEW>:” SPACE

IMAGECLIP Basic principle

4. “~Reverse Clip(T)/<Rectangular(R)>:”
r Input and SPACE
5. “~First corner of clip rectangle :” P1 CLICK

P2

Drag

6. “~Second corner of clip rectangle:” P2
CLICK
NOTE

P1

-. When you select the
“polygonal”
in step 4,
you can imageclip any shape
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◆ INSERT
Image Clip -2
Command : icl (Imageclip)
1

On / Off

Off

Delete
If you select delect,
you can not use the on / off function
because it clears clipping boundary data.
1

Display Imageframe
Imageframe Execute

On

OFF

-. The on / off function is used when imageclip been executed.
-. The off function is not visible, but the boundary data is saved.
-. Same function as "Show clipping boundary" in image dialog box

Whether to create imageframe
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Import PDF AS DWG
CADian 2020
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◆ PDFIMPORT
Import PDF as DWG
Command : pdfimport

Execution Process
1. “command:” pdfimport Input and SPACE
2. Select PDF File
(sample
kor
6. Insert

PDFIMPORT Basic Principle

plan-Model.pdf)

3. “Enter page ~ <1>:” 1 Input and SPACE
4. “Specify scale ~ <1>:” 1 Input and SPACE
5. “Specify rotation <0>:” 0 Input and SPACE

NOTE
-. Convert objects in PDF to CAD objects only
-. The layer information can not be loaded.
-. All dimension associations are released.
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